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We report the application of a highly versatile and engineerable
novel sensor platform to monitor biologically significant and
toxic metal ions in live human Caco-2 enterocytes. The
extended conjugation between the fluorescent porphyrin core
and metal ions through aromatic phenylphosphonic acid
tethers generates a unique turn off and turn on fluorescence
and, in addition, shifts in absorption and emission spectra for
zinc, cobalt, cadmium and mercury. The reported fluorescent
probes p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA can monitor a wide range of
metal ion concentrations via fluorescence titration and also via
fluorescence decay curves. Cu- and Zn-induced turn off
fluorescence can be differentially reversed by the addition of
common chelators. Both p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA readily pass
the mammalian cellular membrane due to their amphipathic
character as confirmed by confocal microscopic imaging of
living enterocytes.

Introduction

Nearly half of all cellular proteins require one or more metal
ions as cofactors (transition metals to alkali and alkaline-earth
metals) to perform their functions.[1] Metal ions are present in all
six classes of enzymes[2] and metalloproteins assume significant
roles in signal transduction.[3–6] Therefore, the distribution of
metal ions in biology is very tightly regulated through a

complex network of interactions ensuring proper metal ion
homeostasis.[7,8] Disturbance or mutations in the metabolic
pathways of metal ion homeostasis could produce significant
disarray in signal transduction or impede other biochemical
pathways,[3–6,9] resulting in cellular damage or even death, for
example, by apoptosis,[10–12] and promote diseases such as
cancer,[13] diabetes,[14–16] vascular[17] or soft tissue calcifications[18]

and Alzheimer’s disease.[19–21] Therefore, monitoring the concen-
trations of metal ions in living systems is crucial to provide
diagnosis and treatment of innumerous metabolic disorders as
well as to understand the mechanism of how metal ions are
regulated.[22–24]

Despite the importance of metal ions in biology, there are
still only a few methods to monitor free or unbound metal ion
concentrations; among them, fluorescent imaging is one of the
most suitable techniques.[25–27] Small-molecule fluorescent sen-
sors could generate response upon metal binding[24,28–31] or
protein and peptide-based systems mobilize fluorescent com-
partments to produce FRET fluorescence upon metal
binding.[32–35] However, the number of such fluorescent probes
is limited, and design routes to create metal ion responsive
fluorescence are not yet well-established. The ideal fluorescent
probe to detect metal ions should provide dynamic electronic
interactions between the fluorescent core and the metal ion to
cause a detectable change in fluorescence. To this end, the
metal sensing unit of the fluorescent probe should be directly
attached to at least one of the sp2 carbon atoms to produce
extended conjugation interacting with the target metal. In
contrast, sp3 bonded metal sensing units could carry the
fluorescent tag to a targeted area without altering the
fluorescent signal upon metal binding. We have recently shown
that such a design strategy in extending the conjugation of the
fluorescent core allows direct electronic interactions with rat
bone sections, in return producing turn up fluorescence upon
hydroxyapatite binding using p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA fluores-
cent probes,[36] with toxicity studies indicating that p-H8TPPA
was well tolerated by an intestinal cell line.[37]

Phenylphosphonic acid tethers provide 1.7 and 7.4 pKa1 and
pKa2 values, respectively,[38,39] and each of the phenylphos-
phonic acid tethers are expected to provide � 2 negative charge
at physiological pH. Therefore, phosphonic acid derivatives
could be used to generate ionic interactions with divalent metal
ions in biological systems, but their use as metal sensing units
has been neglected due to difficult and limited synthetic routes,
especially due to the challenge of forming P� C bonds in
conjugated fluorescent systems. Consequently, the number of
aromatic phosphonic acids in the literature are still quite
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limited.[39–43] To further understand the metal-induced
fluorescence change observed in rat bone sections, we
continued using arylphosphonic acids in Scheme 1, from left to
right, 5,10,15,20-tetrakis [m-phenylphosphonic acid] porphyrin
(m-H8TPPA), its positional isomer 5,10,15,20-tetrakis [para-
phenylphosphonic acid] porphyrin (p-H8TPPA), and the ester
form5,10,15,20-tetrakis-[p-(diisopropoxyphosphoryl)phenyl] por-
phyrin (p-H8TPPA-iPr8); this time to create a differentially altered
fluorescence upon binding to metal ions. For this study, we
have selected a range of biologically relevant metal ions and
toxic heavy metals. We have observed a wide variety of unique
fluorescent responses upon binding of the fluorophores with
the biologically relevant metal ions Zn, Cu, Co, Ni, Fe, Mn, Mg,
Ca, and toxic metal ions Cd, Pb, Hg, and Co in Caco-2 cells. We
intentionally inhibited the extended conjugation of the fluo-
rescent core (p-H8TPPA) and the metal ion binding by using the
isopropyl diester (p-H8TPPA-iPr8), which showed no fluorescence
change upon metal binding.

Results and Discussion

Aiming to use arylphosphonate-tethered porphyrins as real-
time cellular metal fluorescence sensors, we first characterized
their metal-responsiveness under cell-free conditions. p-H8TPPA
(Figure 1) and m-H8TPPA (Figure S1 in the Supporting informa-
tion), were pretreated with various bivalent metal ions at a pH
close to the cellular milieu (pH 7.4) before recording absorption
and fluorescence spectra. The visible absorption of both sensors
in the buffer-controlled treatment showed maxima in the range
of 380–430 nm, with a typical Soret peak at around 416 nm,
already observed in our recent studies[36,44] and also by others.[45]

Ca2+ or Mg2+ treatment did not shift the position of the Soret
maximum, but slightly raised the intensity of the absorption
spectrum causing a higher fluorescence, characteristic for non-
ratiometric metal-ON fluorescence sensors. This observation

confirms our recent results of H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA
fluorescence enhancement in the presence of calcium-hydrox-
yapatite phases or bones.[36] Mn2+, and far more pronounced
Pb2+, narrowed non-ratiometrically the photon absorbing
properties of p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA, thus their fluorescence
dropped markedly.

The Cd2+-treated sensors showed a decline of the 416 nm
absorbance maximum and the appearance of a new band
peaking at 434 nm. Following Co2+ treatment absorption
spectra were less intense, plateau-shaped with a bathochromic
broadening up to 434 nm. Hg2+-treatment red-shifted the Soret
band by approximately 30 nm. Albeit that, none of the
absorption shifts led to comparable shifts in the emission
bands. Despite of their restricted fluorescence intensity, the
fluorescence emission patterns of all the aforementioned metal-
treated arylphosphonate-tethered porphyrins seemed to be
completely distinct und almost indistinguishable from the
buffer-controls (Figures 1C, S1 and S3). Zn2+ treatment led to a
declined and much more broadened Soret band in the range of
380–430 nm (Figure 1A). Still, the fluorescence emission was
much lower than what would have been expected from the
fluorescence excitation properties (Figure 1B and C). Thus, we
assume a fluorescence quenching effect of Zn2+ that requires
further investigation.

Steady-state fluorescence spectra of p-H8TPPA/m-H8TPPA-
loaded Caco-2 cells exhibit a S1-fluorescence pattern with two-
band emission maxima at 655 and 705 nm, almost perfectly
matching the fluorescence characteristics of the sensor applied
in a physiological buffer (Figure 2A). Thus, p-H8TPPA and m-
H8TPPA seemed to pass the cellular membrane reaching the cell
interior intact (Figures 2A and S2), a result further confirmed by
confocal microscopic imaging of living enterocytes (Figure 2B).
We further performed cellular uptake experiments implement-
ing the detergent pluronic F-127, aiming to counterbalance the
partial hydrophobic properties of the porphyrin skeleton. Yet,
the amphipathic character of p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA is

Scheme 1. Structures and metal binding units of p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA
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sufficient to enable cellular entrance (Figure 2A). Aside from the
two fluorescent arylphosphonic acids an isopropyldiester-
modified variant (p-H8TPPA-iPr8), intentionally blocked for metal
binding at the phosphonate moiety, was aimed for Caco-2 cell
application. As seen in Figure 2C, the fluorescence emission
output of p-H8TPPA-iPr was much lower in the incubation buffer
as well as in the presence of cells. The confocal microscopy
pictures depict p-H8TPPA-iPr8 microcrystals of ~20 μm size,
inaccessible for cellular uptake. Even the presence of the
detergent pluronic did not improve the solubility of the diester
in aqueous media (Figure 2C).

Addition of CuSO4 caused the most pronounced effects of
all metal ions tested. Upon treatment with 40 μM Cu2+ almost
complete abrogation of p-H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA (final concen-
trations 10 μM) fluorescence was observed (Figures 1C, 3 A and
S1). The half maximal effective concentration for p/m-H8TPPA
fluorescence silencing was considerably lower for copper than
for all the other metal cations tested (Figures 3 and S4).

Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy was shown to be
highly efficient unraveling interaction mechanisms between
fluorescent probes and their surroundings, including specific
ions.[46,47] It was successfully applied to unravel structural
molecular changes that are correlated with fluorescence
quenching.[48,49] In particular, it allows the quantitative study of
dynamic electronic interactions between the fluorescent core
and the metal ion to cause a characteristic change in

fluorescence intensity and lifetime.[50–52] The time-resolved
fluorescence showed a dose-dependency in the initial ampli-
tudes of the p-H8TPPA fluorescence decay curves for Cu2+ at
concentrations between 0 and 8 μM (Figure 4A). Noticeably, the
time constant was stable for all concentrations. The quantitative
fit of the decay curves resulted in 8.3 ns fluorescence lifetime
for p-H8THPPA up to 8 μM copper dosing, so at low concen-
trations of CuSO4 the observed quenching is purely static. At
higher Cu2+ concentrations (10–40 μM) an increased excitation
intensity and prolonged measuring time was needed to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Under these conditions the
copper quenching becomes dynamic (lifetime dropped to
1.7 ns starting at a concentration of CuSO4 of 10 μM) and/or it is
correlated with a molecular change (e.g., oxidation of the
molecules), which induces the change of the fluorescence
lifetime observed in Figure 4C. Similar behavior was observed
for m-H8TPPA, which exhibited a constant lifetime of 7.7 ns up
to 8 μM CuSO4 with concomitant drop of the amplitude
(Figure 4B), while above this concentration a pronounced drop
in lifetime was observed, resulting in 1.6 ns fluorescence decay
time (Figure 4D).

The assumption of an at least partially irreversible molecule
change was further supported by the observation that the
copper-induced decrease in p/m-H8TPPA fluorescence remained
almost non-responsive to metal chelator (EDTA or EGTA)
posttreatment, whereas for Zn2+ as well as Hg2+ quenching

Figure 1. Metal-dependent changes in p-H8TPPA absorbance and fluorescence properties. 10 μM p-H8TPPA dilutions were treated with various metal solutions
(final concentration 40 μM) before recording A) absorbance, B) fluorescence excitation (λem=650 nm) and C) fluorescence emission (λex=415 nm) spectra.
Data are representative for three independent experiments.
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was reversed by both chelators (Figure 5). Quenching of p-
H8TPPA and m-H8TPPA fluorescence was observed for Cu

2+ and
Cu+, irrespective of the oxidation state of copper (Figure S5).
This is of importance for future applications, given that copper
is present as Cu+ in the intracellular milieu, whereas the cupric
state (Cu2+) predominates in the systemic blood circulation.[9,53]

When present within Caco-2 cells, p-H8TPPA/m-H8TPPA
fluorescence remained stable upon extracellular addition of
50 μM FeSO4 (Figure 6A), whereas in vitro both sensors were
slightly enhanced by iron treatment (Figure 1). For Cd2+, Cu2+,
Hg2+ Mn2+, Pb2+ and Zn2+ a 50 μM incubation concentration

was already shown to be sufficiently high to admit quantitative
metal ion delivery into Caco-2.[54–56] The arylphosphonate-
tethered porphyrin sensors introduced into the human enter-
ocytes record these incoming metal cations in a fluorescence
silencing language (Figures 6A–C and S6).

The strong and rapid decline in Caco-2 p-H8TPPA/m-H8TPPA
fluorescence upon Cu-exposure was somewhat surprising (Fig-
ure 6A) keeping in mind the tight copper buffering ability of
the cellular metallochaperons Atox1 (antioxidant 1 copper
chaperone), Ccs (copper chaperone for superoxide dismutase),
Cox17 (cytochrome c oxidase copper chaperone) and gluta-

Figure 2. Fluorescence labeling of Caco-2 enterocytes by phenylphosphonate-substituted porphyrines. Fluorescence emission spectra of Caco-2 cells exposed
to A) p-H8TPPA, m-H8TPPA or C) the isopropyl-modified phosphonate p-H8TPPA-iPr8 in comparison with each of the phenylphosphonate porphyrins as 10 μM
dilution in assay buffer (λex=416 nm). B) Confocal images of Caco-2 upon loading with p-H8TPPA or m-H8TPPA. D) Confocal images of p-H8TPPA-iPr8 in the
presence or absence of Caco-2 cells. Scale bars: 10 μm. Data are representative of three independent experiments.
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thione (intracellular GSH concentration around 10 mM), balanc-
ing the pool of cellular labile copper in the femtomolar
range.[9,57] It can be hypothesized that cellular homeostasis was
overburdened by a supraphysiological amount of copper and

therefore unable to ensure its correct sequestration. Alterna-
tively, the phenylphosphonic acid porphyrin sensors might
detect intracellular protein-complexed copper in addition to
free Cu+ ions. The same applies to Zn (Figure 6A). The free
intracellular zinc concentration estimated with the fluorescent
sensor Zinpyr-1 in Caco-2 cells treated with 50 μM ZnSO4 was
approximately 2 nM.[58] This is several orders of magnitude
lower than the concentration required for fluorescence quench-
ing of the phosphonate porphyrins in vitro (Figure 3B). Irrespec-
tive of the actual species causing p-H8TPPA/m-H8TPPA quench-
ing, these probes are promising tools to monitor alterations of
essential and toxic metals in human body fluids, cell and tissue
samples during various life stages and in disease.

Conclusion

Our design strategy of extending the conjugation of fluorescent
core via sp2 bonded phosphonic acids was successful in
generating unique metal-responsive fluorescent behavior for
each of the studied metal ions. Therefore, as a new class of
non-toxic fluorophores, phenylphosphonic acid-functionalized
porphyrins provide an expandable and engineerable platform
for the development of improved, targeted fluorescence
sensors suitable for in vivo applications to determine and
visualize metals in tissues during disease progression. This is of

Figure 3. Fluorescence titration of p-H8THPPA and m-H8TPPA with metal
cations. 10 μM solutions of p-H8TPPA or m-H8TPPA were treated with
increasing quantities of metal cations followed by detection of fluorescence
emission (λex=416 nm, λem=650 nm). Data are means�S.E.M. of at least
n=3 independent experiments. Sigmoidal dose–response curves were fitted
by nonlinear regression, and the resulting EC50 values are indicated.

Figure 4. Fluorescence decay curves of p-H8THPPA and m-H8TPPA in the
presence of CuSO4. Time-resolved fluorescence was measured on p-H8THPPA
and m-H8TPPA (each 10 μM) in the presence of various amounts of CuSO4

between 0 and 40 μM. CuSO4 was admixed until the actual cupric
concentration was reached. Then samples were gently mixed and incubated
for 60 s before time-correlated single-photon counting was performed. C), D)
For 10 and 40 μM CuSO4, the excitation intensity was enhanced by a factor
of 8, and measuring time was prolonged by a factor of 10 to improve signal/
noise output. Data shown in (C) and (D) are scaled differently for direct
comparison. Data are representative of one out of three independent
experiments.

Figure 5. Reversibility of p-H8THPPA and m-H8TPPA metal complexation.
Fluorescence of p-H8THPPA or m-H8TPPA solutions pretreated with metal
cations upon addition of 50 equivalents of EDTA or EGTA (λex=416 nm,
λem=650 nm). Data are means�S.E.M. of n=3 independent experiments.
Statistically significant differences from buffer incubation (*** p<0.001; two-
way ANOVA/ Tukey post hoc test) or from metal cation treatment (##

p<0.01; ### p<0.001; two-way ANOVA/ Tukey post hoc test) are indicated.
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utmost importance for diagnostics and in the development and
translation of therapeutics for heavy metal intoxication as well
as diseases associated with alterations in the homeostasis of
essential metal ions.
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